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(57) ABSTRACT 

An electro-optical device including an image signal line that 
is Supplied with an image signal, a data line that is electri 
cally connected to a pixel electrode through a Switching 
transistor, and a transistor that is electrically connected 
between the image signal line and the data line and Supplies 
the image signal to the data line. A gate electrode of the 

(51) Int. Cl. transistor overlaps with a part of the data line, and an 
GO2F I/345 (2006.01) insulating layer is disposed between the gate electrode of the 
GO2F I/333 (2006.01) transistor and the data line. 
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ELECTRO-OPTICAL DEVICE AND 
ELECTRONIC APPARATUS 

0001. The present application is a continuation applica 
tion of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/610,075 filed on 
Sep. 11, 2012, which claims priority from Japanese Patent 
Application No. 2011-218975 filed Oct. 3, 2011, each of 
which are expressly incorporated by reference herein. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 1. Technical Field 
0003. The present invention relates to an electro-optical 
device and an electronic apparatus which is provided with 
the electro-optical device. 
0004 2. Related Art 
0005. As the electro-optical device, a display device is 
known (JP-A-2006-322959) where, when the number of 
signal lines which are arranged for each pixel arranged in a 
matrix formation on a Substrate is set as n and N lines (where 
N is an integer of two or more) is set as a unit with regard 
to each of the n signal lines, n/N video lines which are 
arranged so that an output terminal is positioned between 
every two adjacent signal lines, Switching means for con 
necting between the output terminal of the video line and 
every two signal lines, and a plurality of Switching control 
lines for Switching the Switching means on and off is 
provided. 
0006. In the display device in JP-A-2006-322959, each of 
the Switching control lines are respectively connected to the 
Switching means which corresponds thereto via a connection 
wiring and the connection wiring is formed in a state of 
overlapping or not overlapping with the video lines. Due to 
this, in a case where there is an attempt to secure symmetry 
of the layout of the wiring, since the coupling capacitance of 
the connection wiring and the video lines which are linked 
to the switching control lines have been made to be uniform, 
it is possible to prevent noise in Vertical streaks which occurs 
on a screen due to a difference in the coupling capacitance. 
0007. However, in the display device in JP-A-2006 
322959, it is possible to make uniform the rising timing of 
the video signal and the gate signal of the transistor as the 
Switching means when seen from the signal line side, but 
there is a problem in that it is not possible to resolve display 
irregularities in series as streaks caused by the parasitic 
capacitance of the signal line. 

SUMMARY 

0008. The invention can be realized in the following 
forms or application examples. 

Application Example 1 

0009. According to Application Example 1, there is pro 
vided an electro-optical device including an image signal 
line which is Supplied with an image signal, a first data line, 
a second data line, a first transistor which is electrically 
connected between the first data line and the image signal 
line and Supplies the image signal to the first data line, and 
a second transistor which is electrically connected between 
the second data line and the image signal line and Supplies 
the image signal to the second data line, where the overlap 
ping amount where a gate electrode of the first transistor and 
the first data line overlap via an insulation film and the 
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overlapping amount where a gate electrode of the second 
transistor and the second data line overlap via an insulation 
film are different. 
0010. Due to the layout (lining up) of the plurality of data 
lines as wiring, the parasite capacitance which occurs in 
each of the data lines is not necessarily constant. When the 
potential of the image signal which is Supplied to each of the 
data line changes due to the parasitic capacitance which 
occurs in each of the data lines, display irregularities in 
series as streaks occur across a plurality of pixel electrodes 
which are lined up along the data lines. 
0011. According to this configuration, due to the parasite 
capacitance which additively occurs due to the gate elec 
trode overlapping with the data lines which correspond to 
each of the transistors on a semiconductor layer of the first 
and the second transistors, a feed through phenomenon 
which makes the movement of charge between the gate 
electrode and the data lines via the semiconductor layer 
during the ON-OFF of the first and second transistors. Due 
to this, the potential, according to the image signal which is 
written to the pixel electrode via the data lines, is reduced. 
Accordingly, for example, by the overlapping amounts of 
the gate electrodes of the first and the second transistors, 
which respectively correspond to the first data line where the 
display irregularities in series as streaks occur and the 
second data line which is adjacent to the first data line, and 
the corresponding data lines being made to differ, it is 
possible for the display irregularities as streaks to be difficult 
to stand out by alleviating the difference in the potentials 
according to the image signals which is Supplied to the pixel 
electrode from both of the data lines. That is, by having at 
least the first and second transistors where the overlapping 
amounts are different, it is possible to improve the display 
irregularities in series as streaks. In addition, since it is 
possible to alleviate the difference in parasitic capacitance 
which each data line structurally has if the overlapping 
amounts of the gate electrode and the data line in each of the 
transistors are set to correspond to each of the data lines, it 
is possible to provide an electro-optical device with uniform 
display quality by reducing the display irregularities in 
series as streaks. 

Application Example 2 

0012. In the electro-optical device according to Applica 
tion Example 1 described above, the image signal line has a 
first image signal line which is electrically connected to the 
first transistor and a second image signal line which is 
electrically connected to the second transistor, and selection 
signal Supply means is provided which Supplies selection 
signals with the same phase to the gate electrode of the first 
transistor and the gate electrode of the second transistor. 
0013. According to this configuration, in an electro 
optical device where phase expansion driving is applied so 
that the first and second transistors are Switching controlled 
using the selection signals with the same phase and the 
image signals are Supplied at Substantially the same time to 
the first data line and the second data line, it is possible to 
reduce the display irregularities which are within series, 
between series, or in series with regard to the image signals. 

Application Example 3 

0014. In the electro-optical device according to Applica 
tion Example 1 described above, a first selection signal 
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Supply line which is electrically connected to the gate 
electrode of the first transistor and is supplied with a first 
selection signal, and a second selection signal Supply line 
which is electrically connected to the gate electrode of the 
second transistor and is Supplied with a second selection 
signal at a timing which is different to the first selection 
signal, and selection signal Supply means which Supplies the 
first selection signal and the second selection signal. 
0015. According to this configuration, for example, in an 
electro-optical device which is provided with a plurality of 
pixels such as in Hi-Vision, it is possible to reduce the 
display irregularities in series caused by structural parasitic 
capacitance within a series of the data line where selection 
signals are Supplied at the same timing or in different series 
where the first selection signal and the second selection 
signal are Supplied at different timings. 

Application Example 4 
0016. In the electro-optical device according to Applica 
tion Example 1 described above, a scanning line, a first pixel 
which is provided according to the intersection of the 
scanning line and the first data line, and a second pixel which 
is provided according to the intersection of the Scanning line 
and the second data line are provided and the first pixel is 
positioned in odd rows and the second pixel is positioned in 
V OWS. 

0017. According to this configuration, by adjusting the 
parasitic capacitance caused by the wiring structure in each 
of the first data line which corresponds to the first pixel in 
odd rows and the second data line which corresponds to the 
second pixel in even rows, it is possible to reduce the display 
irregularities in series in the odd rows and even rows. 

Application Example 5 
0018. In the electro-optical device according to Applica 
tion Example 1 described above, the first data line is 
positioned at a lower layer of the second data line and the 
overlapping amount where the gate electrode of the first 
transistor and the first data line overlap via an insulation film 
is larger than the overlapping amount where the gate elec 
trode of the second transistor and the second data line 
overlap via an insulation film. 
0019. According to this configuration, for example, in the 

first data line and the second data line which are layered in 
a lower layer and an upper layer on the Substrate, the 
structural parasitic capacitance of the first data line which is 
closer to the substrate is smaller compared to the structural 
parasitic capacitance of the second data line which is farther 
from the substrate. Due to this, by the overlapping amount 
where the gate electrode in the first transistor, which is 
electrically connected to the first data line which is closer to 
the Substrate, and the first data line overlap via an insulation 
film being larger than the overlapping amount of the second 
transistor, it is possible to correct the structural parasitic 
capacitance of the first data line compared to the second data 
line which is farther from the substrate. That is, the first data 
line side is optimized with a potential, which is based on the 
image signal which is Supplied to each of the first data line 
and the second data line, as a reference for the second data 
line. 

Application Example 6 
0020. In the electro-optical device according to Applica 
tion Example 1 described above, the gate electrode of the 
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second transistor is formed so as not to overlap with the 
second data line via an insulation film. 
0021. According to this configuration, since the overlap 
ping amount of the gate electrode in the second transistor 
and the second data line is Zero, it is possible to reduce the 
difference in structural parasitic capacitance in the first data 
line and the second data line using a simple configuration. 

Application Example 7 
0022. According to Application Example 7, there is pro 
vided an electronic apparatus including the electro-optical 
device described above. 
0023. According to this configuration, it is possible to 
provide an electronic apparatus where display irregularities 
in series as streaks are reduced and a display with excellent 
appearance is possible. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0024. The invention will be described with reference to 
the accompanying drawings, wherein like numbers refer 
ence like elements. 
0025 FIG. 1A is a schematic planar view illustrating a 
configuration of a liquid crystal device and FIG. 1B is a 
schematic cross-sectional view along a line IB-IB of the 
liquid crystal device illustrated in FIG. 1A. 
0026 FIG. 2A is a circuit diagram illustrating a main 
circuit configuration of the liquid crystal device and FIG. 2B 
is an equivalent circuit diagram illustrating a pixel circuit. 
0027 FIG. 3A is a schematic planar view illustrating a 
configuration of a transistor in a sampling circuit and FIG. 
3B is a schematic cross-sectional view along a line IIIB-IIIB 
in FIG. 3A. 
0028 FIG. 4 is an equivalent circuit diagram of a sam 
pling circuit. 
0029 FIG. 5 is a circuit diagram illustrating a main 
circuit configuration of a liquid crystal device according to 
a second embodiment. 
0030 FIG. 6 is a circuit diagram illustrating a main 
circuit configuration of a liquid crystal device according to 
a third embodiment. 
0031 FIG. 7 is a schematic view illustrating a configu 
ration of a projection type display device. 

DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 
EMBODIMENTS 

0032 Below, specific embodiments of the invention will 
be described according to the attached diagrams. Further, the 
diagrams which are used to display an appropriate magni 
fication or reduction so as to be in a state where a portion 
which is being described is recognizable. 
0033 Here, in the following embodiment, for example, in 
a case where “on a substrate' is described, a case of being 
arranged so as to be in contact with the top of a Substrate, a 
case of being arranged on a Substrate with other constituent 
elements therebetween, or a case of a portion thereof being 
arranged to be in contact with the top of a Substrate and 
another portion being arranged with other constituent ele 
ments therebetween are included. 

First Embodiment 

0034. The present embodiment is described with an 
active matrix type liquid crystal device which is provided 
with a thin film transistor (TFT) as a pixel switching element 
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as an example of an electro-optical device. It is possible for 
this liquid crystal device to be appropriately used as, for 
example, an optical modulation element (liquid crystal light 
valve) of a projector type display device (liquid crystal 
projector) which will be described later. 
0035 Liquid Crystal Device 
0036 First, a schematic structure of a liquid crystal 
device as the electro-optical device of the present embodi 
ment will be described with reference to FIGS. 1A and 1B. 
FIG. 1A is a schematic planar view illustrating a configu 
ration of a liquid crystal device and FIG. 1B is a schematic 
cross-sectional view along a line IB-IB of the liquid crystal 
device illustrated in FIG. 1A. 
0037. As illustrated in FIGS. 1A and 1B, a liquid crystal 
device 100 as the electro-optical device of the present 
embodiment has an element Substrate 10 and an opposing 
Substrate 20 which are arranged to oppose, and a liquid 
crystal layer 50 which is interposed by the pair of substrates. 
The element substrate 10 and the opposing substrate 20 use, 
for example, a transparent quartz. Substrate or glass Substrate. 
0038. The element substrate 10 is slightly larger than the 
opposing Substrate 20, both Substrates are connected by a 
sealing material 40 which is arranged in a frame shape, and 
the liquid crystal layer 50 is configured by enclosing liquid 
crystals which have positive or negative dielectric anisot 
ropy in this gap. As the sealing material 40, for example, an 
adhesive such as thermosetting or Sclerotic epoxy resin is 
adopted. In the sealing material 40, spacers (not shown) are 
mixed in so that a space is constantly maintained between 
the pair of substrates. 
0039. In the inner side of the sealing material 40 which is 
arranged in a frame shape, a cut-out section 21 which has the 
same frame shape is provided. The cut-out section 21 
consists of for example, a light blocking metal or metallic 
oxide, and becomes a pixel region E where the inner side of 
the cut-out section 21 has a plurality of pixels P. Here, the 
pixel region E may include a dummy pixel which is arranged 
So as to encompass a plurality of the pixels P in addition to 
the plurality of pixels which contribute to the display. In 
addition, although omitted in FIGS. 1A and 1B, a light 
blocking portion is provided so that the plurality of pixels P 
are partitioned in a planar manner in the pixel region E. 
0040. A data line driving circuit 101 is provided between 
the sealing member 40 which is along one side portion of the 
element substrate 10 and the one side portion. In addition, a 
checking circuit 103 is provided at the inner side of the 
sealing material 40 along the one other side portion which 
opposes the one side portion. Furthermore, Scanning line 
driving circuits 102 are provided at the inner sides of the 
sealing material 40 along two other side portions which are 
orthogonal to the one side portion and oppose each other. At 
an inner side of the sealing material 40 at the one other side 
portion which opposes the one side portion, a plurality of 
wirings 105 are provided which link the two scanning line 
driving circuits 102. 
0041. The wirings which link the data line driving circuit 
101 and the scanning line driving circuits 102 are connected 
to a plurality of external connection terminals 104 which are 
lined up along the one side portion. Hereinafter, there is 
description where the direction along the one side portion is 
set as the X direction and the direction along the two other 
side portions which are orthogonal to the one side portion 
and oppose each other are set as the Y direction. Here, the 
arrangement of the checking circuit 103 is not limited 
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thereto and may be provided at a position along the inner 
side of the sealing material 40 between the data line driving 
circuit 101 and the pixel region E. 
0042. As shown in FIG. 1B, on the surface on the liquid 
crystal layer 50 side of the element substrate 10, a pixel 
electrode 15 with optical transparency and a thin film 
transistor 30 (abbreviated below to TFT) as a switching 
element which are provided for each pixel P. a signal line, 
and an orientation film 18, which covers these, are formed. 
In addition, a light blocking structure is adopted where the 
Switching action becomes unstable due to light being irra 
diated onto a semiconductor layer in the TFT 30. 
0043. On the surface on the liquid crystal layer 50 side of 
the second substrate 20, the cut-out section 21, an interlayer 
film layer 22 which is deposited to cover this, a common 
electrode 23 which is provided so as to cover the interlayer 
film layer 22, and an orientation film 24 which covers the 
common electrode 23 are provided. 
0044) The cut-out section 21 is provided in a frame shape 
in a position which overlaps with the Scanning line driving 
circuits 102 and the checking circuit 103 in a planar view as 
shown in FIG. 1A. Due to this, a function is accomplished 
in which erroneous actions, which are due to light from a 
peripheral circuit which includes these driving circuits by 
the light which is incident from the opposing substrate 20 
side being blocked, are prevented. In addition, high contrast 
in the display in the pixel region E is secured by unnecessary 
stray light being blocked so as to not be irradiated onto the 
pixel region E. 
0045. The interlayer film layer 22 is formed from, for 
example, an inorganic material Such as silicon oxide and is 
provided so as to have optical transparency and cover the 
cut-out section 21. As a method for forming the interlayer 
film layer 22, for example, there are the examples of a 
method of depositing using a plasma CVD method or the 
like. 

0046. The common electrode 23 is formed from, for 
example, a transparent conductive film Such as ITO (Indium 
Tin Oxide), covers the interlayer insulation film 22, and is 
electrically connected to the wiring on the element substrate 
10 side using a vertical connection portion 106 which is 
provided in the four corners of the opposing substrate 20 as 
shown in FIG. 1A. 

0047. The orientation film 18 which covers the pixel 
electrode 15 and the orientation film 24 which covers the 
common electrode 23 are selected based on the optical 
design of the liquid crystal device 100. For example, there 
are the examples of an orientation film where substantially 
horizontal orientation processing is carried out with regard 
to the liquid crystal molecules due to an organic material 
Such as polyimide being deposited and the Surface thereof 
being wrapped and an orientation film which is substantially 
vertically oriented with regard to the liquid crystal mol 
ecules by an inorganic material Such as SiOX (silicon oxide) 
being deposited using a gas phase growth method. 
0048. In this manner, the liquid crystal device 100 adopts 
an optical design of a normally white mode which is 
transparent and is a bright display when the pixel P is not 
driven and a normally black mode which is a dark display 
when not driven. Polarizing elements are used in each of the 
incident side and the emission side of the light by being 
arranged according to the optical design. 
0049. Next, an electrical configuration of the liquid crys 

tal device 100 will be described with reference to FIGS 2A 
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to 4. FIG. 2A is a circuit diagram illustrating a main circuit 
configuration of the liquid crystal device, FIG. 2B is an 
equivalent circuit diagram illustrating a pixel circuit, FIG. 
3A is a schematic planar view illustrating a configuration of 
a transistor in a sampling circuit, FIG. 3B is a schematic 
cross-sectional view along a line IIIB-IIIB in FIG. 3A, and 
FIG. 4 is an equivalent circuit diagram of a sampling circuit. 
0050. As shown in FIG. 2A, the liquid crystal device 100 
has driving circuits such as the data line driving circuit 101, 
the Scanning line driving circuit 102, and a sampling circuit 
7, which are formed on a peripheral region which is posi 
tioned in the periphery of the pixel region E on the element 
substrate 10, the external connection terminals 104, and a 
static electricity protection circuit 410. Furthermore, there 
are a plurality of drawn-out wires which are connected to the 
external connection terminal 104 and which include a data 
line driving circuit power source wire 91 for supplying a 
power source (VDDX, VSSX) to the data line driving circuit 
101, a data line driving circuit signal wire 92 for supplying 
a signal for driving to the data line driving circuit 101, a 
scanning line driving circuit power Source wire 94 for 
supplying a power source (VDDY. VSSY) to the scanning 
line driving circuit 102, a scanning line driving circuit signal 
wire 95 for Supplying a signal for driving to the scanning 
line driving circuit 102, a plurality of image signal wires 111 
for supplying image signals (VID1 to VID6), and the like. 
0051. In the data line driving circuit 101, an X clock 
signal CLX (and an inverse X clock signal CLXB) and an X 
start pulse DX are supplied from an external circuit via the 
external connection terminals 104 and the data line driving 
circuit signal wire 92. When the X start pulse DX is input 
into the data line driving circuit 101, selection signals S1, 
S2, . . . , Sn are sequentially generated at a timing based on 
the X clock signal CLX (and the inverse X clock signal 
XCLXB) and respectively output to a plurality of selection 
signal Supply lines 121. 
0052. In the scanning line driving circuit 102, a Y clock 
signal CLY (and an inverse Y clock signal CLYB) and an Y 
start pulse DY are supplied from an external circuit via the 
external connection terminals 104 and the Scanning line 
driving circuit signal wire 95. The scanning line driving 
circuit 102 sequentially generates scanning signals G1, G2. 
. . . . Gm based on these signals and respectively outputs to 
a plurality of scanning lines 3a. 
0053. The sampling circuit 7 is provided with a plurality 
of sampling transistors (abbreviated below to S-TFT) as the 
first transistor and the second transistor of the invention 
which are configured from a N channel type of single 
channel type TFT or a complementary type TFT. The gates 
of six of the S-TFTs 71, which are respectively connected to 
six of the data lines 6a which are adjacent to each other, are 
grouped as one and are connected to one selection signal 
supply line 121. That is, each of the selection signals S1, S2, 
. . . . Sn from the data line driving circuit 101 is supplied to 
the six S-TFTs 71 as one unit (series). In the source of the 
six S-TFTs 71 which configure one unit (series), any out of 
six of the image signal lines 111 are connected. In the drain 
of the S-TFTs 71, the data line 6a is connected. When the 
selection signals S1, S2, . . . . Sn are input, the sampling 
circuit 7 supplies the image signals (VID1 to VID6) sequen 
tially according to the selection signals S1, S2, . . . , Sn to 
the data lines 6a which corresponds to the six S-TFTs 71 
which configure one unit (series). 
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0054 The static electricity protection circuit 410 is 
formed in the middle of each of the data line driving circuit 
power source wire 91, the data line driving circuit signal 
wire 92, the scanning line driving circuit power source wire 
94, and the scanning line driving circuit signal wire 95. As 
a specific configuration of the static electricity protection 
circuit 410, for example, it is possible to adopt the static 
electricity protection circuit which various types of known 
formats Such as a format where each of the data line driving 
circuit power source wire 91, the data line driving circuit 
signal wire 92, the scanning line driving circuit power 
Source wire 94, and the scanning line driving circuit signal 
wire 95 are connected to a wiring with a constant potential 
via a TFT which is connected to a diode or via a diode. 

0055 As shown in FIGS. 2A and 2B, as described above, 
the liquid crystal device 100 has the plurality of pixels P 
which are lined up in a matrix formation in the pixel region 
E which occupies a central portion of the element substrate 
10. 

0056. In the plurality of pixels P, the pixel electrode 15, 
the TFT 30 for switch controlling the pixel electrode 15, and 
the holding capacitance 16 are each formed. The data line 6a 
which is supplied with the image signals (VID1 to VID6) is 
electrically connected to the source of the TFT 30. The 
scanning line 3a which is Supplied with the scanning signals 
G1, G2,..., Gim is connected to the gate of the TFT 30. One 
of the electrodes out of the pixel electrode 15 and the 
holding capacitance 16 is connected to the drain of the TFT 
30. The other electrode of the holding capacitance 16 is 
connected to the capacitance line 3b which is arranged in 
series with the Scanning line 3a. The capacitance line 3b may 
be arranged in series with the data line 6a or arranged in a 
matrix formation, and is connected to a fixed potential (for 
example, LCCOM). 
0057 The selection signals S1, S2, . . . , Sn which are 
supplied to the six S-TFTs 71 with the six sampling circuits 
7 as one unit (series) may be supplied sequentially in order 
or may be supplied for each series with regard to the S-TFTs 
71 which correspond to the six adjacent data lines 6a. Here, 
as shown in FIG. 2A, in the embodiment, the selection 
signals S1, S2, . . . , Sn are configured so as to be supplied 
for each group (series) with regard to a group of six data 
lines 6a which correspond to each of the image signals 
(VID1 to VID6) which are developed in serial-parallel in six 
phases. The phase development function of the image sig 
nals (VID1 to VID6) (that is, the number of the series of the 
image signal which are developed in serial-parallel) is not 
limited to six phases, and for example, the image signals 
which are developed in a plurality of phases such as 9 
phases, 12 phases, or 24 phases may be configured to be 
Supplied with regard to a group of the data lines 6a where the 
number corresponding to the development number is one 
group. 

0058. The scanning signals G1, G2. . . . . Gim are 
configured to be applied sequentially in order in pulses at a 
predetermined timing from the scanning line driving circuit 
102 into the scanning line 3a. As described above, the pixel 
electrode 15 is electrically connected to the drain of the TFT 
30, the TFT 30 is in an ON state for only a certain period of 
time using the scanning signals G1, G2. . . . . Gm, and the 
image signals (VID1 to VID6) which are supplied from the 
data line 6a are written to the pixel electrode 15 at a 
predetermined timing. 
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0059. Furthermore, in order to prevent the image signal 
(VID1 to VID6) which is held at each of the pixels P from 
leaking, a liquid crystal capacitance which is formed 
between the pixel electrode 15 and the common electrode 23 
is applied in series with the holding capacitance 16. 
0060. The image signals (VID1 to VID6) with a prede 
termined level which is written to the liquid crystal layer 50 
(refer to FIG. 1B) via the pixel electrode 15 are held for a 
certain period of time between the common electrode 23 
which is formed in the opposing substrate 20. Due to the 
orientation and the ordering of the liquid crystal molecules 
from the applied voltage level, the liquid crystal layer 50 
modulates the light which passes through the liquid crystal 
layer 50 and gradation display is possible. If a normally 
white mode, the transmissivity with regard to incident light 
according to the Voltage which is applied to the units of each 
pixel P is reduced and there is a dark display, and if a 
normally black mode, the transmissivity with regard to 
incident light according to the Voltage which is applied to the 
units of each pixel Pis increased and there is a bright display, 
display light which has contrast according to the image 
signals (VID1 to VID6) is emitted from the entire liquid 
crystal device 100 and displaying is performed. Here, the 
image signals (VID1 to VID6) is configured by a potential 
pulse which has a positive polarity and a potential pulse 
which has a negative polarity with regard to a reference 
potential for alternately driving the liquid crystal layer 50 
are combined. 

0061. The method for driving the liquid crystal device 
100 as described above is referred to as a phase development 
driving method. A plurality of data lines 6a, which are 
arranged so that a plurality of the scanning lines 3a and a 
plurality of the capacitance lines 3b intersect in the pixel 
region E, are not limited to necessarily having a constant 
structural parasitic capacitance due to the relative arrange 
ment relationship of these scanning lines 3a and capacitance 
lines 3b. In addition, there is a concern of variations in the 
parasitic capacitance according to the respective layouts 
when the plurality of data lines 6a are formed. In the phase 
development driving method, in particular, as in FIG. 15 of 
Japanese Patent No. 4044961, the sampling circuits, the 
wiring which Supplies the selection signal S1, S2, . . . , Sn, 
and the image signal lines are laid out into wiring and 
circuits according to the groups of data lines 6a where the 
number corresponding to the development number is set as 
one group and the group is driven as a unit. Accordingly, 
there are concerns of there being variations in the parasitic 
capacitance in the group. For example, when the structural 
parasitic capacitance in a specific data line 6a is electrically 
large or Small compared to the adjacent data line 6a, a 
difference occurs in the potential which is Supplied accord 
ing to the image signal between the adjacent data lines 6a 
and display irregularities in series as streaks occur since the 
potential which is written across the row of a plurality of 
pixel electrodes 15, which are lined up along the specific 
data line 6a changes as a result of this. The inventors 
discovered that it is possible to improve the display irregu 
larities in series as streaks using the design of the configu 
ration of the S-TFT 71 in the sampling circuit 7. 
0062 Hereinafter, the configuration of the sampling tran 
sistor (S-TFT) 71 of the sampling circuit 7 will be described 
with reference to FIG. 3A to 4. 

0063. As shown in FIG. 3A, the S-TFT 71 has a semi 
conductor layer 71a with Substantially a rectangular shape in 
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a planar view. The selection signal Supply line 121 is 
arranged to overlap via a second insulation film 12b (gate 
insulation film) on the upper Surface of the semiconductor 
layer 71a and a portion where the semiconductor layer 71a 
and the selection signal Supply line 121 overlap functions as 
a gate electrode 71g of the S-TFT 71. The data line 6a and 
the image signal line 111 overlap with the semiconductor 
layer 71a along the channel width direction of the S-TFT 71 
and are arranged in series so as to interpose the gate 
electrode 71g in the channel length direction of the S-TFT 
71. In the data line 6a, the line width in a portion which 
overlaps with the semiconductor layer 71a is extended 
compared to the line and this portion overlaps with the gate 
electrode 71g. The dimension L shown in FIGS. 3A and 3B 
shows the overlapping amount of the gate electrode 71g and 
the extension section of the data line 6a. 
0064. The image signal line 111 is connected to a first 
Source and drain region of the semiconductor layer 71a via 
a plurality of contact holes CNT1 which are arranged along 
the channel width direction of the S-TFT 71 of the semi 
conductor layer 71a and the portion which overlaps with the 
semiconductor layer 71a functions as a source electrode 72. 
0065. The data line 6a is connected to a second source 
and drain region of the semiconductor layer 71a via a 
plurality of contact holes CNT2 which are arranged along 
the channel width direction of the S-TFT 71 of the semi 
conductor layer 71a in the same manner and the portion 
which overlaps with the semiconductor layer 71a functions 
as a drain electrode 73. 

0066. As shown in FIG. 3B, the semiconductor layer 71a 
of the S-TFT 71 is formed on a first insulation film 12a 
which covers a light blocking section 11 on the element 
substrate 10. The light blocking section 11 is able to adopt 
a single high-melting-point metal such as Ti, Cr, W. Ta, Mo, 
and Pd, an alloy which is selected from these high-melting 
point metals, a metal silicide, a poly silicide, a laminate of 
these, or the like. The first insulation film 12a is an inorganic 
insulation film formed from silicon oxide which is formed 
using, for example, a CVD method. 
0067. The semiconductor layer 71a is, for example, 
formed from polysilicon and is able to adopt an LDD 
(Lightly Doped Drain) structure which is formed by selec 
tively inserting impurity ions. Specifically, there is a channel 
region 71c, a first source and drain region 71s and a second 
source and drain region 71d which interpose the channel 
region 71c, a connection region 71e which is formed 
between the first source and drain region 71s and the channel 
region 71c, and a connection region 71f which is formed 
between the second source and drain region 71d and the 
channel region 71c. 
0068. The second insulation layer 12b (gate insulation 
film) formed from, for example, silicon oxide or the like is 
formed to cover the semiconductor layer 71a. The selection 
signal Supply line 121 is formed so as to overlap with the 
channel region 71c of the second insulation film 12b and 
functions as the gate electrode 71g. The selection signal 
Supply line 121 is able to adopt a low-melting-point metal 
Such as polysilicon, Al, Ag, Au, and Cu, a single high 
melting-point metal Such as W and Ti, an alloy which is 
selected from these high-melting-point metals, a metal sili 
cide, a poly silicide, a laminate of these, or the like. A third 
insulation film 12c formed from, for example, silicon oxide 
is formed as an insulation film in the invention to cover the 
gate electrode 71g. 
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0069. The contact hole CNT1 is formed in a portion 
where the second insulation film 12b and the third insulation 
film 12c overlap with the first source and drain region 71s 
and the contact hole CNT2 is formed in a portion of 
overlapping with the second source and drain region 71d in 
the same manner. The image signal line 111 which is 
electrically connected to the first source and drain region 71s 
via the contact hole CNT1 is formed by depositing, for 
example, a low-resistance conductive film Such as Also as 
to fill in the contact holes CNT1 and CNT2 and by pattern 
ing the film. In the same manner, the data line 6a which is 
electrically connected to the second source and drain region 
71d via the contact hole CNT2 is formed. At this time, the 
data line 6a is formed by patterning so as to overlap with an 
overlapping amount L with regard to the gate electrode 71g. 
0070. As described above, by the data line 6a and the gate 
electrode 71 g overlapping with an overlapping amount L via 
the third insulation film 12c, it is possible to generate a 
parasitic capacitance C1 between the data line 6a (drain 
electrode 73) and the gate electrode 71g in the S-TFT 71 of 
the sampling circuit 7 as shown in FIG. 4. Due to the 
parasitic capacitance C1, there is a feed through phenom 
enon which generates the movement of charge between the 
gate electrode 71g and the data line 6a via the semiconductor 
layer 71a during the ON-OFF of the S-TFT 71. Due to this, 
there is a reduction in the potential according to the image 
signals (VID1 to VID6) which is written to the pixel 
electrode 15 via the TFT30 which is the switching element 
of the data lines 6a in the pixel P. 
0071. Accordingly, for example, by the overlapping 
amounts L of the gate electrodes 71g of the two S-TFTs 71, 
which correspond to each of the data line 6a (first data line) 
which generates display irregularities in series as streaks and 
the data line 6a (Second data line) which is adjacent to the 
data line 6a and the data line 6a, being different, it is possible 
for it to be difficult for the display irregularities in series as 
streaks to stand out by alleviating the difference in the 
potential according to the image signals (VID1 to VID6) 
which are supplied to the pixel electrode 15 from both of the 
data lines 6a. In addition, since it is possible to correct and 
alleviate differences in the structural parasitic capacitance of 
each of the data lines 6a if the overlapping amount L of the 
gate electrode 71g in the S-TFT 71 and the data line 6a, that 
is, the electrical capacitance of the parasitic capacitance C1, 
is set to correspond to each of the data lines 6a, it is possible 
to reduce the display irregularities in series as streaks and to 
realize a uniform display quality. 
0072 For example, when the line width of the selection 
signal Supply line 121 which functions as the gate electrode 
71g is set as 5um, the parasitic capacitance C1 is configured 
via the third insulation film 12c by setting the overlapping 
amount L to dimensions which are 0.5 um or more and 5.0 
um or less. The value of the parasitic capacitance C1 which 
is configured depends on the dielectric constant and the film 
thickness of the third insulation film 12c and the area of the 
overlapping and the third insulation film 12c is a silicon 
oxide film which is formed using, for example, a thermal 
CVD or plasma CVD and the film thickness thereof is 200 
nm to 1 Lum. In the configuration as described above, by 
setting the overlapping amount L, it is possible to increase 
the parasitic capacitance C1 between the gate electrode 71g 
and the data line 6a compared to a case without overlapping 
and it is possible to correct and alleviate differences in the 
structural parasitic capacitance of each data line 6a. That is, 
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by setting the desired overlapping amount L in the drain 
electrode 73 which is connected to the data line 6a where the 
parasitic capacitance between the wiring other than the gate 
electrode 71g, that is, the capacitance line 3b is smaller than 
other data lines 6a, the feed through phenomenon is pro 
moted and it is possible to match up the potentials after 
having been written to be the same as the other data lines 6a. 
In addition, for example, by setting the desired overlapping 
amount L in the drain electrode 73 which is connected to the 
data line 6a where the parasitic capacitance of the wiring of 
the gate electrode 71g is smaller than the other data lines 6a 
in the layout, it is possible to match up the potentials after 
having been written to be the same as the other data lines 6a. 
0073 Here, the method for setting the parasitic capaci 
tance C1 in the S-TFT 71 in this manner is able to draw out 
this effect by the overlapping amounts L of at least one 
S-TFT 71 being different with regard to another S-TFT 71 
out of the S-TFTs 71 which are electrically connected to the 
data lines 6a which are driven with the same phase in each 
of the series of image signals (VID1 to VID6) in the phase 
development driving described above. In other words, the 
liquid crystal device 100 has at least two or more types of 
S-TFTs 71 where the overlapping amounts L, where the gate 
electrode 71g and the data line 6a overlap via the third 
insulation film 12c, are different. 
0074 Differences in the overlapping amounts L include 
when the overlapping amount L in one S-TFT 71 is “Zero”. 
that is, when the gate electrode 71g and the data line 6a do 
not overlap. For example, with the structural parasitic 
capacitance in the specific data line 6a where overlapping 
amount L of the S-TFT 71 is “Zero” as a reference, the size 
of the parasitic capacitance C1 in the S-TFT 71 which is 
connected to another data line 6a may be adjusted so that 
there is no difference between the structural parasitic capaci 
tance with the other data line 6a. 
0075. As a method for adjusting the structural parasitic 
capacitance for each of the data lines 6a in this manner, a 
method where additional capacitance is connected to each 
data line 6a is considered. However, in the forming of the 
additional capacitance, it is necessary to secure space for 
forming the additional capacitance on the element Substrate 
10. In addition, it is necessary for a pair of electrodes which 
configure the additional capacitance to be formed with a 
dielectric layer which is interposed by the pair of electrodes 
and the design and the manufacturing of the liquid crystal 
device 100 becomes complicated. Furthermore, when the 
additional capacitance is formed at the terminal side of the 
data line 6a which extends to the pixel region E, it is easy 
to be influenced by static electricity generated in the manu 
facturing process or the like, and in the worst case, the 
additional capacitance is damaged due to the static electric 
ity and becomes, for example, an electrically short-circuited 
state. In the configuration where the parasitic capacitance C1 
is formed in the S-TFT 71 in the present embodiment, it is 
possible for the structural parasitic capacitance to be 
adjusted for each data line 6a while avoiding the problems 
of the additional capacitance as described above. 
0076 According to the present embodiment described 
above, the following effects are obtained. 
(0077 (1) In the liquid crystal device 100, the data lines 
6a where six are one unit (series) are respectively connected 
to six S-TFTs 71 of the sampling circuit 7 and the image 
signals (VID1 to VID6) which are supplied from the image 
signal line 111 are selectively supplied to the respective data 
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lines 6a. Due to the overlapping amounts L of the gate 
electrodes 71g of the S-TFT 71 and the data lines 6a 
differing, since it is possible for the value of the structural 
parasitic capacitance of the data lines 6a to be adjusted, it is 
possible for the display irregularities in series as streaks 
caused by the structural parasitic capacitance of the data 
lines 6a to not stand out. That is, the display irregularities in 
series as streaks are reduced and it is possible to provide the 
liquid crystal device 100 with a phase development driving 
method which has display quality with an excellent appear 
aCC. 

0078 (2) Since it is possible to adjust the structural 
parasitic capacitance of the data lines 6a by additionally 
forming the parasitic capacitance C1 between the gate 
electrodes 71g of the S-TFTs 71 and the data line 6a, it is 
possible to efficiently manufacture with high yield the liquid 
crystal device 100 which has a simple configuration and 
resistance with regard to static electricity and the like 
compared to a case where the structural parasitic capacitance 
is adjusted by connecting additional capacitance to each of 
the data lines 6a. 

Second Embodiment 

0079 Next, a liquid crystal device of a second embodi 
ment will be described with reference to FIG. 5. FIG. 5 is a 
circuit diagram illustrating a main circuit configuration of 
the liquid crystal device according to the second embodi 
ment. The liquid crystal device according to the second 
embodiment differs in terms of the method of driving the 
plurality of data lines 6a with regard to the liquid crystal 
device 100 of the first embodiment. Accordingly, the same 
reference numerals are attached to the same configurations 
as the liquid crystal device 100 and the detailed description 
is omitted. 
0080. As shown in FIG. 5, a liquid crystal device 200 of 
the present embodiment has a plurality of the pixels P which 
are partitioned by a plurality of the Scanning lines 3a and a 
plurality of the data lines 6a and are arranged in a matrix 
formation in the pixel region E on the element substrate 10 
side. In addition, a semiconductor integrated circuit (IC) 201 
as a driving circuit which drives the pixels P, a scanning line 
driving circuit 202, and a multiplexer circuit 207 are pro 
vided. In addition, there is a plurality (eight) of selection 
signal Supply lines 208 which Supply selection signals 
(SEL1 to SEL8) from the semiconductor integrated circuit 
201 as the selection signal Supply means which is connected 
to the external connection terminals 104. Here, wiring which 
links the selection signal Supply lines 208 and the semicon 
ductor integrated circuit 201 are omitted from the diagram in 
FIG.S. 
I0081. The multiplexer circuit 207 has a plurality of the 
sampling transistors (S-TFT) 71 which corresponds to each 
of the plurality of data lines 6a. The plurality of data lines 
6a are formed into blocks (series) with the number of 
selection signal supply lines 208 as a unit. Hereinafter, the 
plurality (eight) of data lines 6a which form a block (series) 
are referred to as a data line group 6ag. 
0082 For example, in the left side of the data line group 
6ag, the eight data lines 6a which form a block (series) are 
respectively connected to the drains of the S-TFTs 71. The 
wirings which connect to the source of the eight S-TFTs 71 
are grouped into one and connects to the image signal line 
211 which supplies the image signal VID1 out of the image 
signals (VID1 to VIDn) which are supplied from the semi 
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conductor integrated circuit (abbreviated below simply to 
IC) 201. The respective gates of the eight S-TFTs 71 are 
connected from the left side in the order of the selection 
signals (SEL1 to SEL8) which are supplied from the selec 
tion signal Supply line 208. That is, there is a configuration 
where the plurality of data lines 6a are formed into blocks 
(series) with the number of selection signal supply lines 208 
as a unit and one of the image signal lines 211 is connected 
to each of the data line groups 6ag and is driving with a time 
division based on the selection signals (SEL1 to SEL8). 
Here, the data line group 6ag on the right side has the same 
configuration. Such a driving method is referred to as a 
hybrid driving method due to the scanning line driving 
circuit 202 is formed on the element substrate 10 but the 
semiconductor integrated circuit 201 is configured with an 
externally attached IC. 
I0083. For example, in a configuration of 640x480 pixels 
P. since there are 640 of the data lines 6a and 480 of the 
scanning lines 3a and the 640 data lines 6a are formed into 
blocks (series) of eight, the number of the image signal lines 
211 is 80 and the image signals (VID1 to VID80) are 
supplied from the IC 201. The scanning line driving circuit 
202 sequentially exclusively sets the Scanning signals G1, . 
. . . G480 to an H level (that is, selection voltage) for each 
horizontal period over a period of time of a certain one frame 
(nth frame). 
I0084. Here, in one horizontal period, the selection signals 
SEL1 to SEL8 which are supplied from the semiconductor 
integrated circuit 201 exclusively become the H level in 
order, and in line with the supplying, the IC 201 supplies the 
image signals VID1 to VID80 to the image signal lines 211. 
The image signals VID1 to VID80 have data voltages which 
are chronologically serialized into eight series correspond 
ing to the eight series of the data lines 6a in each of the 1, 
2", 3". . . . , to 80" data line groups 6ag. In the multiplexer 
circuit 207, according to the eight series of selection signals 
SEL1 to SEL8, the data voltages, which are chronologically 
serialized for each of the image signals VID1 to VID80 
using the S-TFTs 71, are each subjected to time division and 
allocated to the eight series of the data lines 6a in each of the 
data line groups 6ag. 
I0085. In detail, the IC 201 outputs the high potential or 
low potential image signals VID1 to VID80 in bulk with 
regard to the potential (LCCOM) of the common electrode 
23 of the opposing substrate 20 to correspond to the 1, 2", 
3",..., to 80" data line groups 6ag with only the voltage 
corresponding to the gradients of the pixels P which corre 
spond to the intersection of the jth scanning lines 3a and the 
first series of the data lines 6a when the selection signal 
SEL1 becomes the H level in a period when the j" scanning 
signal Gi (=1,..., 480) becomes the H level. At this time, 
since only the selection signal SEL1 is the H level, the first 
series of the data lines 6a are selected (that is, only the 
S-TFT 71 which corresponds to the first series of the data 
line 6a is ON) and the image signals VID1 to VID 80 are 
supplied to each in the first series (1,9", ... 633" columns) 
of the data lines 6a. On the other hand, when the scanning 
signal G is the H level, since the TFT 30 for switching of 
the pixels P is in an ON state in all of the pixels which are 
positioned on the j" row, the image signals VID1 to VID80 
which are supplied to the first series of the data lines 6a are 
applied to each of the pixel electrodes 15 in the j" row and 
1 column, the j" row and 9" column, ... the j" row and 
633" column. 
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I0086) Next, the IC 201 outputs the image signals VID1 to 
VID80 in bulk to correspond to the 1', 2',3',..., to 80' 
data line groups 6ag with a Voltage corresponding to the 
gradients of the pixels P which correspond to the intersection 
of the j" scanning lines 3a and the second series of the data 
lines 6a at this time when the selection signal SEL2 becomes 
the H level. At this time, since only the selection signal 
SEL2 is the H level, the second series of the data lines 6a are 
selected and the image signals VID1 to VID 80 are supplied 
to each in the second series (2", 10", . . . , 634" columns) 
of the data lines 6a and are applied to each of the pixel 
electrodes 15 in the j" row and 2" column, the j" row and 
10' column, ... the j' row and 634' column. 
0087. In the same manner, the image signals VID1 to 
VID80 are output in bulk to correspond to the 1, 2", 3", 
... , to 80" data line groups 6ag with a voltage correspond 
ing to the gradients of the pixels P which correspond to the 
intersection of the j" scanning lines 3a and the third to eight 
series of the data lines 6a at this time according to the 
selection state of the selection signals SEL3 to SEL8 in a 
period when the j" scanning signal Gibecomes the H level. 
Due to this, the potentials based on the image signals are 
sequentially Supplied to the third series to the eighth series 
of the data lines 6a and are applied to the columns of the 
pixel electrodes 15 which correspond to the j" row. 
0088. Due to this, the operation of writing the voltages of 
the image signals according to the gradients is completed 
with regard to the pixels P in the jth row. Here, the voltages 
which are applied to the pixel electrode 15 are held until the 
writing of the next (n+1)" frame using the liquid crystal 
capacitance even when the Scanning signal G is an L level 
(unselected Voltage). 
I0089. In the liquid crystal device 200 where hybrid 
driving is applied in this manner, for example, the parasitic 
capacitance C1 (refer to FIG. 4) is formed by overlapping 
the gate electrodes 71g of each of the S-TFTs 71 and the data 
lines 6a for the data line group 6ag via the third insulation 
film 12c and the overlapping amounts L are made to be 
different within a series. Due to this, it is possible to reduce 
the display irregularities in series as streaks generated by the 
original structural parasitic capacitance of the data line 
group 6ag. In addition, for example, in the data line groups 
6ag which are adjacent in the extension direction of the 
scanning lines 3a, due to differences in the overlapping 
amounts L of the S-TFTs 71 which are connected to the data 
lines 6a of different series by being positioned at the 
boundaries of the blocks, it is possible to reduce the display 
irregularities in series as streaks generated in the boundaries 
of the blocks. Furthermore, if the overlapping amounts L 
differ with the data line group 6ag as a unit, improvements 
are possible with regard to the display irregularities in series 
as streaks generated with the data line group 6ag as a unit. 
0090 According to the liquid crystal device 200 in this 
manner, the display irregularities in series as streaks are 
reduced and it is possible to provide the liquid crystal device 
200 with a hybrid driving method which has display quality 
with an excellent appearance. 

Third Embodiment 

0091 Next, a liquid crystal device of the third embodi 
ment will be described with reference to FIG. 6. FIG. 6 is a 
circuit diagram illustrating a main circuit configuration of 
the liquid crystal device according to the third embodiment. 
The liquid crystal device of the third embodiment is an 
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example where the hybrid driving method of the second 
embodiment is applied to 4k2k, so-called super Hi-Vision, 
which has four times the number of pixel of Hi-Vision 
(number of pixels; 1920x1080). Here, in FIG. 6, the circuit 
configuration of the main portions is shown and the circuit 
configuration across all of the pixels P is not shown. The 
same configurations as the liquid crystal device 200 of the 
second embodiment are given the same reference numeral 
and a detailed description is omitted. 
0092. As shown in FIG. 6, a liquid crystal device 300 has 
a plurality (4096x2160) of the pixels P which are partitioned 
by a plurality of Scanning lines and a plurality of data lines 
and are arranged in a matrix formation in the pixel region on 
the element substrate 10 side. The plurality (2160) of 
scanning lines is formed from odd Scanning lines 3a1 and 
even scanning lines 3a2 in the extension direction of the data 
lines. In addition, the plurality of data lines are formed from 
first data lines 6a 1 which are provided to correspond to the 
odd Scanning lines 3a1 and second data lines 6a2 which are 
provided to correspond to the even scanning lines 3a2. The 
first data lines 6a 1 and the second data lines 6a2 extend 
between adjacent pixels P in a row direction (the extension 
direction of the scanning lines in FIG. 6). The odd or even 
scanning lines and the capacitance lines 3b extend between 
adjacent pixels P in a column direction (the extension 
direction of the data lines in FIG. 6). The capacitance lines 
3b are connected to a fixed potential (for example, 
LCCOM). 
I0093. The plurality of first data lines 6a 1 are formed into 
blocks (series) with the number of selection signal Supply 
lines as a unit and are respectively connected to the sampling 
transistors (S-TFT) 71 of multiplexercircuits 307a and 307c 
which are provided for each block. For example, in the 
multiplexercircuit 307a, the first data lines 6a 1 are respec 
tively connected to the drains of the respective S-TFTs 71 
and the selection signal Supply lines which Supply the 
selection signals (SEL1-1 to SEL1-8) are connected in order 
to the gates of the respective S-TFTs 71. The connection 
wiring which is connected to the sources of the respective 
S-TFTs 71 are grouped as one and are connected to the 
image signal line which Supplies the image signal VIDn-1. 
0094. In the same manner, for example, in the multiplexer 
circuit 307c, the first data lines 6a 1 are respectively con 
nected to the drains of the respective S-TFTs 71 and the 
selection signal Supply lines which Supply the selection 
signals (SEL3-1 to SEL3-8) are connected in order to the 
gates of the respective S-TFTs 71. The connection wiring 
which is connected to the sources of the respective S-TFTs 
71 are grouped as one and are connected to the image signal 
line which supplies the image signal VID1. That is, between 
the multiplexer circuit 307a and the multiplexer circuit 
307c, a multiplexer circuit is provided according to the 
number of first data line groups which form a block (series). 
0.095 The second data lines 6a2 which extend in parallel 
with the first data lines 6a1 are formed into blocks (series) 
in the same manner with the number of selection signal 
Supply lines as a unit and are respectively connected to the 
sampling transistors (S-TFT) 71 of multiplexercircuits 307b 
and 307 d which are provided for each block. For example, 
in the multiplexercircuit 307b, the second data lines 6a2are 
respectively connected to the drains of the respective 
S-TFTs 71 and the selection signal supply lines which 
supply the selection signals (SEL2-1 to SEL2-8) are con 
nected in order to the gates of the respective S-TFTs 71. The 
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connection wiring which connects the Sources of the respec 
tive S-TFTs 71 are grouped as one and are connected to the 
image signal line which Supplies the image signal VIDn. 
0096. In the same manner, for example, in the multiplexer 
circuit 307d, the second data lines 6a2 are respectively 
connected to the drains of the respective S-TFTs 71 and the 
selection signal Supply lines which Supply the selection 
signals (SEL4-1 to SEL4-8) are connected in order to the 
gates of the respective S-TFTs 71. The connection wiring 
which connects the sources of the respective S-TFTs 71 are 
grouped as one and are connected to the image signal line 
which supplies the image signal VID2. That is, between the 
multiplexercircuit 307b and the multiplexercircuit 307d, a 
multiplexer circuit is provided according to the number of 
second data line groups which form a block (series). 
0097. The liquid crystal device 300 has the circuit con 
figuration and drives in a chronological series with a first 
data line group where the first data line 6a1 which corre 
sponds to the odd Scanning lines 3a1 form a block (series) 
as a first series and a second data line group where the 
second data line 6a2 which corresponds to the even scanning 
lines 3a2 form a block (series) as a second series. 
0098. In the multiplexer circuits 307a, 307b, 307c, and 
307 d of the liquid crystal device 300, the parasitic capaci 
tance C1 (refer to FIG. 4), which has the overlapping amount 
L where the gate electrodes 71g of each of the sampling 
transistor (S-TFT) 71 and the first data lines 6a 1 in a planar 
view via the third insulation film 12c, is formed as shown in 
FIG. 3. In the same manner, the parasitic capacitance C1 
(refer to FIG. 4), which has the overlapping amount L where 
the gate electrodes 71g and the second data lines 6a2 in a 
planar view via the third insulation film 12c overlap, is 
formed. 
0099. Due the differences in the structural parasitic 
capacitances of each of the first data lines 6a 1 and the 
second data lines 6a2 each being adjusted using differences 
in the overlapping amounts L, alleviation is possible. That is, 
it is possible to improve the display irregularities in series as 
streaks caused by the parasitic capacitance. 
0100. The alleviation of the structural parasitic capaci 
tance of each of the first data lines 6a1 and the second data 
lines 6a2 in this manner may be realized by using difference 
in the overlapping amount L in one data line group Such as 
described in the second embodiment or may be realized by 
the overlapping amount L being different in the data lines 
which are positioned on the boundary of the adjacent data 
line groups. In addition, it may be realized by the overlap 
ping amount L being different within the data line group 
where the data line group is a unit. 
0101. Furthermore, in the case of the liquid crystal device 
300, since the first data lines 6a 1 of the first series and the 
second data lines 6a2 of the second series correspond with 
regard to the plurality of pixels P which configure the same 
display columns (the columns in the extension direction of 
the data lines in FIG. 6), it is also possible to alleviate the 
difference in the parasitic capacitance of the data line group 
with the series by realizing the differences in the overlapping 
amount L between the first series and the second series. 
0102. In addition, the differences in the parasitic capaci 
tance may be alleviated by the overlapping amount L being 
secured in one of the series out of the first series and the 
second series and the overlapping amount L being "Zero” in 
the other series, that is, the gate electrode 71g and the data 
line not overlapping. By doing this, it is possible to simply 
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alleviate the difference in the parasitic capacitance in the 
data line group between the first series and the second series. 
0103) In addition, when the size of the pixel region in the 
liquid crystal device 300, that is, the screen, is constant, the 
arrangement pitch of the pixels P when performing the 
display in super Hi-Vision is small compared to in Hi 
Vision. As a method of arranging the first data lines 6a 1 and 
the second data lines 6a2 in the gaps between the adjacent 
pixels P where the arrangement pitch is Smaller, a method is 
included where the second data lines 6a2 are layered 
(stacked) with regard to the first data lines 6a 1 via an 
interlayer insulation film after the first data lines 6a 1 have 
been previously arranged between the pixels P in the ele 
ment substrate 10. According to the arrangement of the first 
data lines 6a 1 and the second data lines 6a2 in this manner, 
it is easy for differences in the parasitic capacitance to occur 
in the data line group between the first series and the second 
series. Then, in a plurality of pixels P(first pixels) according 
to the odd scanning lines 3a1 and a plurality of pixels P 
(second pixels) according to the even Scanning lines 3a2, a 
difference occurs in the potential based on the image signal 
which is applied due to the difference in the parasitic 
capacitance in each of the data line groups and display 
irregularities in series as streaks are generated in the exten 
sion direction of the Scanning lines. In Such a case, it is 
preferable to alleviate the difference in the structural para 
sitic capacitance of the first data lines 6a 1 and the second 
data line 6a2 by forming the parasitic capacitance C1 due to 
the overlapping of the gate electrode 71g of the S-TFT 71, 
which is connected to the first data line 6a 1 positioned at a 
side close to the element substrate 10, that is, a lower layer, 
and the first data line 6a1, and by not overlapping the gate 
electrode 71g of the S-TFT 71, which is connected to the 
second data line 6a2 positioned at a side farther from the 
element Substrate 10, that is, an upper layer, and the second 
data line 6a2. In other words, it is possible to optimize the 
potential based on the image signal which is applied to the 
first data line 6a1 positioned at the lower layer with the 
potential according to the image signal which is applied to 
the second data line 6a2 positioned at the upper layer as a 
reference. This is because, since the parasitic capacitance 
caused by the structure of the first data line 6a 1 positioned 
at the lower layer is smaller than the structure of the second 
data line 6a2 positioned at the upper layer, it is preferable to 
correct the parasitic capacitance caused by the structure 
thereof by forming the parasitic capacitance C1 due to the 
overlapping of the gate electrode 71g of the S-TFT 71 which 
is connected to the first data line 6a 1 and the first data line 
6a1. 

0104. According to the third embodiment, the display 
irregularities, which are a series of streaks caused by the 
parasitic capacitance in the data line group in the first series 
and the second series, are improved and it is possible to 
provide the liquid crystal device 300 which is able to display 
in super Hi-Vision where a uniform display quality is able to 
be obtained in the pixel region. 

Fourth Embodiment 

Electronic Apparatus 

0105 Next, the configuration of a projection type display 
device as an electronic apparatus of the present embodiment 
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will be described with reference to FIG. 7. FIG. 7 is a 
schematic view illustrating a configuration of a projection 
type display device. 
0106. As shown in FIG. 7, a projection type display 
device 1000 as the electronic apparatus of the invention is 
provided with a polarization illumination device 1100 which 
is arranged along a system optical axis L., two dichroic 
mirrors 1104 and 1105 as light separating elements, three 
reflection mirrors 1106, 1107, and 1108, five relay lenses 
1201, 1202, 1203, 1204, and 1205, three transparent liquid 
crystal light valves 1210, 1220, and 1230 as optical modu 
lation means, a cross dichroic prism 1206 as a photosyn 
thesis element, and a projection lens 1207. 
0107 The polarization illumination device 1100 is sub 
stantially configured from a lamp unit 1101 as a light Source 
which is formed from a white light Source such as a 
ultra-high pressure mercury lamp or a halogen lamp, an 
integrator lens 1102, and a polarization conversion element 
1103. 

0108. The dichroic mirror 1104 reflects red light (R) out 
of the polarized light fluxes which are emitted from the 
polarization illumination device 1100 and transmits green 
light (G) and blue light (B). The other dichroic mirror 1105 
reflects the green light (G) which is transmitted by the 
dichroic mirror 1104 and transmits blue light (B). 
0109. The red light (R) which is reflected by the dichroic 
mirror 1104 passes through the relay lens 1205 after being 
reflected by the reflection mirror 1106 and is incident on the 
liquid crystal light valve 1210. 
0110. The green light (G) which is reflected by the 
dichroic mirror 1105 passes through the relay lens 1204 and 
is incident on the liquid crystal light valve 1220. 
0111. The blue light (B) which pass through the dichroic 
mirror 1105 passes through a light guiding system formed 
from the three relay lens 1201, 1202, and 1203 and the two 
reflection mirrors 1107 and 1108 and is incident on the liquid 
crystal light valve 1230. 
0112 The liquid crystal light valves 1210, 1220, and 
1230 are respectively arranged to be opposed with regard to 
the incidence surface for each of the colors of light in the 
cross dichroic prism 1206. The colored light which is 
incident on the liquid crystal light valves 1210, 1220, and 
1230 are modulated based on the video information (video 
signal) and are emitted toward the cross dichroic prism 
1206. The prism is where four right-angled prisms are 
combined and a dielectric multi-layer film which reflects red 
light and a dielectric multi-layer film which reflects blue 
light are formed in a cross shape in an inner Surface thereof. 
The three colors of light are synthesized by the dielectric 
multi-layer films and the light which expresses a color image 
is synthesized. The light which has been synthesized is 
projected onto a screen 1300 using the projection lens 1207 
which is a projection optical system and the image is formed 
by being enlarged. 
0113. The liquid crystal light valve 1210 is the applica 
tion of the liquid crystal device 100 described above. The 
liquid crystal device 100 is arranged with a gap between the 
pair of polarization elements which are arranged in a cross 
Nichol shape in the incident side and the emission side of the 
colored light. The other liquid crystal light valves 1220 and 
1230 are the same. 
0114. According to the projection type display device 
1000, since the liquid crystal device 100 with high display 
quality which reduces display irregularities in series as 
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streaks is used as the liquid crystal light valves 1210, 1220, 
and 1230, display quality with excellent appearance is 
realized. Here, it is possible for the liquid crystal device 200 
of the second embodiment and the liquid crystal device 300 
of the third embodiment to be used as the liquid crystal light 
valves 1210, 1220, and 1230. 
0.115. Here, the invention is not limited to the embodi 
ments described above and appropriate modifications are 
possible which are in the range which does not depart from 
the gist or the concept of the invention as taken by reading 
from the Scope of the claims and the specifications and the 
electro-optical devices according to the modification and the 
electronic apparatuses where these electro-optical devices 
are applied are included in the technical scope of the 
invention. Various modifications other than the embodi 
ments described above are able to be considered. Below, 
modification examples are described as examples. 

Modification Example 1 

0116. The main circuit configuration of the liquid crystal 
device 100 with the phase development driving method 
which has at least two types of sampling transistors (S-TFT) 
71 where the overlapping amounts L where a portion of the 
gate electrode 71g and the data line overlap on the semi 
conductor layer 71a, and in the same manner, the liquid 
crystal device 200 with the hybrid driving method and the 
liquid crystal 300 with the hybrid driving method which 
corresponds to super Hi-Vision are not limited thereto. For 
example, it is possible to arbitrarily select the number of the 
image signal lines which Supply the image signals, the 
number of the selection signal Supply lines which Supply the 
selection signals, and the like to correspond to the number 
of pixels and the driving method. 
0117. In addition, the wiring structure where the first data 
lines 6a 1 and the second data lines 6a2 are arranged using 
layering (stacking) in the gaps between the adjacent pixels 
P in the extension direction of the scanning lines is not 
limited to the liquid crystal device 300 and is able to be 
applied to the liquid crystal device 200 and the liquid crystal 
device 100. 

Modification Example 2 

0118. The configuration of the liquid crystal device 100 
which is provided with at least two types of sampling 
transistors (S-TFT) 71 where the overlapping amounts L 
where a portion of the gate electrode 71g and the data line 
6a overlap on the semiconductor layer 71a is not limited to 
being transparent. For example, it is possible to apply the 
invention with regard to a reflection type of liquid crystal 
device where the pixel electrodes 15 are configured from, for 
example, Al (aluminum) or the like which is light reflective. 

Modification Example 3 

0119 The configuration of the electro-optical device 
which is provided with at least two types of sampling 
transistors (S-TFT) 71 where the overlapping amounts L 
where a portion of the gate electrode 71g and the data line 
6a differ on the semiconductor layer 71a is not limited to the 
light receiving types of the liquid crystal devices 100, 200, 
and 300. For example, it is possible to apply the invention 
also to a self-emitting type of display device which is 
provided with a light emitting element such as an organic 
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electroluminescent (EL) element in a plurality of the pixels 
P which are arranged in a matrix formation. 

Modification Example 4 
0120. The electronic apparatus where it is possible for the 
liquid crystal devices 100, 200, and 300 to be applied is not 
limited to the projection type display device 1000 of the 
embodiment. It is possible to be appropriately used as a 
display section of an information terminal units such as a 
projection type HUD (heads-up display) or a direct view 
type HMD (head mounted display), an electronic book, a 
personal computer, a digital still camera, a liquid crystal TV. 
a view finder type or a monitor direct view type video tape 
recorder, a car navigation system, an electronic organizer, or 
a POS. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An electro-optical device comprising: 
an image signal line that is Supplied with an image signal; 
a data line that is electrically connected to a pixel elec 

trode through a Switching transistor, and 
a transistor that is electrically connected between the 

image signal line and the data line and Supplies the 
image signal to the data line, 

wherein a gate electrode of the transistor overlaps with a 
part of the data line, and an insulating layer is disposed 
between the gate electrode of the transistor and the data 
line. 
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2. The electro-optical device according to claim 1, further 
comprising: 

a selection signal Supply line that is electrically connected 
to the gate electrode of the transistor and is Supplied 
with a selection signal, and 

an external connection terminal that is electrically con 
nected to the selection signal Supply line and is Sup 
plied with the selection signal 

3. The electro-optical device according to claim 1, further 
comprising: 

a selection signal Supply line that is electrically connected 
to the gate electrode of the transistor and is Supplied 
with a selection signal, and 

an selection signal Supplier that Supplies the selection 
signal. 

4. An electronic apparatus comprising the electro-optical 
device according to claim 1. 

5. An electronic apparatus comprising the electro-optical 
device according to claim 2. 

6. An electronic apparatus comprising the electro-optical 
device according to claim 3. 

7. An electronic apparatus comprising the electro-optical 
device according to claim 4. 
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